
 

 
 

APPLICATION FOR HELLSTEN LOYALTY CARD 
 

First name: 

 

 

Last name: 

Position: 

 

 

Company: 

Adress: 

 

 

Zip-code and City: 

Country:  

 

 

E-mail: 

Telephone number, daytime: 

 

 

Todays date: 

Conditions 

With the Hellsten Loyalty Card you have the opportunity to get one night for free. All you need to do is to collect a 

stamp for every paid hotel night. When you have collected 10 stamps, you may use the card as payment for one night. 
Free nights can be used in weekends and low seasons, only limited number of rooms.  

 
- The card is only valid at Hotel Hellsten, Rex Hotel, Hotel Hellstens Malmgård and  

Hellstens Glashus in Stockholm. Rex Petit is not included. 

- One overnight equals one stamp; the card must be stamped and signed upon check out. Stamp can only be 

obtained if the reservation is made directly with the hotel via telephone, email or through our own website. 

We cannot give stamps at a later time. 

-  A fully stamped and signed card with all stamps collected within a period of two years is valid payment for 

one overnight in a Standard Double room at Hotel Hellsten, Rex Hotel, Hotel Hellstens Malmgård or 

Hellstens Glashus for one year after receiving the last stamp.  

- The frequent guest card also entitles to a free upgrade, subject to availability. 

- Each stay entitles to a voucher of 50SEK/ night to be used in Hellsten Earth Bar for drinks and food in 

combination. 

-  The card is personal and only valid for use by the card holder.  

- Lost card cannot be replaced. 

- Any taxes in conjunction with offers from Hotel Hellsten, Rex Hotel, Hotel Hellstens Malmgård and Hotel 

Hellstens Glashus are payable by the guest. 

- Please state that you are a frequent guest when booking.    

 

Yes please, I would like to receive offers and newsletters by email. 

 

If Yes, you will receive our e-newsletter with unique offers and general information from the hotels. 

If you wouldn't wish to receive further information from us, send an e-mail with your name to: 

hotel@hellsten.se 

Personal data is processed according to GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). 

I have taken due note of the conditions that apply to the Hellsten Loyalty Card. 

Stockholm, day same as above 

 

 
 
_____________________________________ 
Guest Signature 

 

Card stated:  

Date: 

Sign: 

 

mailto:hotel@hellsten.se

